Evaluating empowerment in genetic counseling using patient-reported outcomes.
Data about patient reported outcomes from cancer genetics services (CGS) are lacking but are essential to guide service evaluation and improvements. We measured improvement in empowerment, following genetic counseling in Singapore using a culturally-adapted version of the Genetic Counseling Outcome Scale (GCOS-24); and sought to identify factors associated with change in empowerment. The GCOS-24 was administered to 155 patients of the CGS, at pre- and post-counseling or testing timepoints. Of which, 110 patients underwent genetic testing. Individual pre- and post-counseling responses were subjected to Rasch analysis; the scale was subsequently split into cognitive control (CC) and emotional control (EC) domains. Associations of baseline characteristics with changes in pre- and post-CC and EC scores were assessed using multiple regression analysis. Both CC and EC scores showed significant improvement following genetic counseling and testing. While all items in the CC domain of being showed increases at follow-up, aspects of EC related to alleviating negative emotions (P = .88) and hopelessness (P = .2) did not show significant improvement. Our study revealed significant improvement in empowerment in patients who have received cancer genetic counseling, while revealing a need to cultivate hope and facilitate the alleviation of negative emotions in patients during genetic counseling.